ROOSEVELT NARROWLY ESCAPES DEATH IN COLLISION ON MISSISSIPPI RIVER BETWEEN HIS VESSEL AND STEAMER

FLAMES SWEETING WARSAW; CZAR READY TO FLEE

Anarchy and Torch Rule in Many Parts of Russia—Mobs Are Looting and Marching Under Red Flags.

Police Refuse to Go on Duty and Soldiers Refuse to Mount Guard From Fear of Populace—Strike Demonstrations Everywhere.

President Roosevelt, as he appeared while delivering speeches on his recent tour just closed at New Orleans.

Lighthouse Tender Magnolia, in which President was being conveyed to Warship West Virginia, Struck by Steamer Esparta and Seriously Damaged—No One Injured.

Both vessels aground upon the river's bank.

ART LOVERS ARE ARRESTED

President and Secretary of Alleged Arts Society End

MUST FACE CHARGE IN COURT TOMORROW

Quadribled Acres Honorable Amman Public. That Tinkers and Finkages Are King Menaces—Promise to Make Leisure Great.

HARRIMAN INTERESTS AGREE TO GIVE UP FOURTH STREET LINE

HARRIMAN OPPONENTS PROMISE TO BE HIGH

THREATEN TO TOOK BEAK OF HARRIMAN. Mayo, 195, was bought up in the prospect of his own is to be stopped in the face of the growing power of the HARRIMAN

SOUTH PORTLAND IS BADLY SCARED

BY COUGAR SEEN BY WORKMEN

Animal Started From Hillside by Flying Rock Following Blust—Residents of Fulton. Stay at Home or Carry Lanterns—Depredations Numerous.

A large cougar is reported to have been observed on the Island River for days. It is said that the cougar has been catching and eating trampers and others and is not afraid of anyone. It is reported that the cougar has been seen several times in the vicinity of the island and is known to be in the vicinity of the town. It is said that the cougar has been giving trouble to the local people and is not afraid of anyone. It is reported that the cougar has been seen several times in the vicinity of the town.